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Abstract
Variable kernel density estimation allows the approximation of a probability density by the
mean of differently stretched and rotated kernels centered at given sampling points yn P Rd, n “
1, . . . , N . Up to now, the choice of the corresponding bandwidth matrices hn has relied mainly
on asymptotic arguments, like the minimization of the asymptotic mean integrated squared
error (AMISE), which work well for large numbers of sampling points. However, in practice,
one is often confronted with small to moderately sized sample sets far below the asymptotic
regime, which highly restricts the usability of such methods.
As an alternative to this asymptotic reasoning we suggest an axiomatic approach which
guarantees invariance of the density estimate under linear transformations of the original density
(and the sampling points) as well as under splitting of the density into several ‘well-separated’
parts. In order to still ensure proper asymptotic behavior of the estimate, we postulate the
typical dependence hn9N´1{pd`4q. Further, we derive a new bandwidths selection rule which
satisfies these axioms and performs considerably better than conventional ones in an artificially
intricate two-dimensional example as well as in a real life example.
Keywords. Variable kernel density estimation, adaptive kernel smoothing, adaptive convolutions,
invariance, axiomatic approach, local variation
2010 MSC: 62G07
1 Introduction
The classical density estimation problem is to recover a probability density ρ from independent and
identically distributed samples from that density, y1, . . . , yN
iid„ ρ. A widely used nonparametric
technique is kernel density estimation (KDE), see e.g. the classical works [10, 9, 12] or [15, 11, 3]
for more recent surveys, which approximates ρ by the mean of so-called kernels centered at the
sample points yn,
ρˆpxq “ 1
N
Nÿ
n“1
Kh px´ ynq “ 1
Nhd
Nÿ
n“1
K
`
h´1px´ ynq
˘
, (1)
where h ą 0 is the bandwidth of the kernel function K : Rd Ñ R. From now on we will assume
that ρ lies in the space C2XL2pRdq and the kernel K P C2pRdq is a radially symmetric probability
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density function, i.e.
‖K‖L1pRdq “ 1, Kpxq “ γp}x}22q, (2)
for some function γ : Rě0 Ñ Rě0. A lot of effort has been put into the ‘optimal’ choice of the
bandwidth h, see e.g. [6, 8] – choosing it too large or too small results in oversmoothing or
undersmoothing, as visualized in Figure 1.
(a) True density with 30 sampling points (b) Flat kernels oversmooth the ‘right’ part
(c) Peaked kernels undersmooth the ‘left’ part (d) Optimal kernels still over-/undersmooth
(e) VKDE using (5) with β “ 1
Figure 1: Choosing a suitable bandwidth for the ‘flat’ part oversimple the ‘peaked’ part. Choosing
a suitable bandwidth for the ‘peaked’ part undersmoothes the ‘flat’ part. A trade-off between
the two also yields an unsatisfactory density estimate. This dilemma of KDE can be overcome by
VKDE, where the bandwidth is adapted locally. The kernels (divided by the factor 5 for illustration
purposes) are plotted in black. The proportionality constant in (5) was chosen manually.
Optimality is usually measured by the mean integrated squared error (MISE) or its asymptotic
approximation (AMISE), see [12, 11]. A remarkable observation is the type of dependence of the
optimal bandwidth hopt on the number N of sample points ([12, equation (3.21)]),
hopt9N´1{pd`4q, (3)
which appears counterintuitive (e.g. in the univariate case d “ 1 one would expect that doubling
the number of points corresponds to half as wide kernels).
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But even an optimally chosen bandwidth can still cause oversmoothing in regions of high point
density and cause peaked behavior of ρˆ in regions where only few points lie, see Figure 1 (d).
Variable kernel density estimation (VKDE) tries to overcome this downside by adapting h locally
(Figure 1 (e)). Roughly speaking, there are two possibilities to do so: sample-point estimation,
employing a different bandwidth hn for each data point yn, and balloon estimation, for which
the bandwidth hpxq varies with the estimation location x P Rd, see the discussion and graphic
illustration in [5]. We will concentrate on sample-point estimators,
ρˆhpxq “ 1
N
Nÿ
n“1
|dethn|´1K
`
h´1n px´ ynq
˘
, h “ ph1, . . . , hN q, (4)
since, in contrast to balloon estimators, they result in probability density functions by construction.
Here, we also generalized the standard definition to matrix-valued bandwidths hn P GLpd,Rq, such
that each kernel can be stretched and rotated in space.
Let us first deal with the case of scalar bandwidths hn ą 0 before discussing the matrix-valued
case (here, the coefficients |dethn|´1 have to be replaced by h´dn ). Since we prefer peaked kernels
in areas of high density and flat kernels in areas of low density, a dependence of the form
hn9N´1{pd`4q ρpynq´β, (5)
where β ą 0 is the so-called sensitivity parameter, appears natural. While [2] argues that β “ 1{2
should be used independent of the dimension, [4] suggest β “ 1{d, which guarantees consistency of
the sample-point estimator ρˆV under scaling – if the density and the sample points are both scaled
in space by a factor α ą 0, the estimate is scaled correspondingly:
ρ1pxq “ αdρpαxq, y1n “ α´1yn implies ρˆ1h1pxq “ αd ρˆhpαxq. (6)
However, both choices are inconsistent if the scaling is performed by a matrix A P GLpd,Rq. One
requires more sophisticated rules than (5) in order to guarantee the more general scaling condition
ρ1pxq “ |detA| ρpAxq, y1n “ A´1yn implies ρˆ1h1pxq “ |detA| ρˆhpAxq, (7)
see the discussion in Section 3.
Earlier, Parzen ([9, equation (4.15)]) derived the following law for hn in the univariate case by
minimizing the minimal squared error (MSE):
hn “
ˆ
CpKq ρpynq
N ρ2pynq2
˙ 1
5
, CpKq :“
ş
K2ptqdt`ş
t2K2ptqdt˘2 , (8)
where we again observe the dependence hn9N´1{5 as in (3). Since minimizing the MSE locally
asymptotically corresponds to minimizing the MISE, see the discussion in Section 4 or in [11,
Chapter 6.6], this formula is of great interest for VKDE. However, Parzen did not have in mind
the application to variable KDE and, as discussed in Sections 4 and 5, the law (8) is difficult to
generalize to higher dimensions and can perform poorly for small sample sizes.
3
1.1 Axiomatic Approach to Bandwidth Selection
While asymptotically optimal bandwidths selectors provide good results for large sample sizes, they
are usually not the appropriate tool if the number of samples is small or only moderately large. If
the sample size is far below the asymptotic regime, an alternative approach appears necessary.
We suggest to base the selection of the bandwidths on certain invariance axioms. Apart from
invariance of the density estimate under shifting of the original density (and the sample points),
which is fulfilled by most KDE and VKDE estimates, and the scaling invariance (7), we introduce
invariance of the estimator under ‘splitting’ of the original density (and the corresponding sample
points) into well-separated parts. This condition is an entirely new concept, which we will shortly
sketch here and discuss in more detail in Section 3.2 (in particular Theorem 6(ii), Remark 7 and
Figure 4):
If a density is a convex combination of two densities ρp1q, ρp2q with disjoint and far-apart supports
Ω1, Ω2 Ă Rd, its density estimate ρˆh based on the sampling Y “ py1, . . . , yN q iid„ ρ should be
approximately the (similar) convex combination of the density estimates ρˆ
p1q
hp1q , ρˆ
p2q
hp2q based on the
same sampling points in the respective domains, Y X Ω1, Y X Ω2:
ρ “ αρp1q ` p1´ αqρp2q, α P r0, 1s should imply ρˆh « αρˆp1qhp1q ` p1´ αqρˆ
p2q
hp2q .
The approximation sign becomes an equality if we let the distance between the two domains Ω1
and Ω2 converge to infinity. Relying on the theory of adaptive convolutions and the concept of the
local variation of a function, we derive a new bandwidth selection rule which fulfills the proposed
axioms and shows superior performance in several examples.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 addresses the implementation of bandwidths selection
rules like (5) and (8) (in practice, the true density is, of course, not accessible). In Section 3.1,
we give a short overview on adaptive convolutions, which inspires both, the invariance axioms
introduced in Section 3.2 as well as the bandwidth selection rule analyzed in Section 3.3. In
Section 4 we revisit Parzen’s law (8) in an attempt to generalize it to the multivariate case. A
comparison of the different VKDE methods is illustrated by two examples with artificial as well
as real life data in Section 5. Section 6 gives a short conclusion, while Appendix A discusses some
computational details in the case of Gaussian kernels.
2 Practical Realizations of the Laws (5), (8) and Similar
For theoretical considerations it is common to choose hn in dependence of ρ, yn and N (and possibly
of derivatives of ρ as in (8)) in order to show invariance properties or optimality in some sense. Of
course, in practice, the true and unknown density ρ in not accessible and one is forced to switch
to pilot estimates (e.g. kernel density estimates of ρ with a fixed bandwidth ([1])), to asymptotic
approximations by using the (kth) nearest neighbors of the points yn ([4]) or similar. Surprisingly,
the application of a fixed point iteration for the inverse bandwidths h “ phnqn“1,...,N has not yet
been suggested (to the author’s best knowledge), though such a method is strongly related to the
solve-the-equation bandwidth selector, see e.g. [6]. For a law of the general form
hn “ ΦN pρ, ynq, n “ 1, . . . , N,
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such as (5) or (8), and starting with initial bandwidths hp0q “ php0q1 , . . . , hp0qN q, we propose the
iteration
hpk`1qn “ ΦN pρhpkq , ynq, n “ 1, . . . , N, k P N. (9)
Figure 2: The fixed point iteration (9) for the law (5) with β “ 1 and N “ 30 sample points yn iid„ ρ
from the true density ρ started with wide and equal bandwidths of the kernels. Ten iterates are
plotted with increasing saturation value. The proportionality constant in (5) was chosen manually.
As visualized in Figure 2 for the law (5), it performs far better then just a pilot estimate (which
corresponds to the first step of the iteration) and is self-consistent in the sense that the fixed point
h˚ fulfills
hn˚ “ ΦN pρh˚ , ynq, n “ 1, . . . , N,
which is similar to the defining property of the solve-the-equation bandwidth selector.1 The con-
vergence properties of such fixed point iterations in dependence of the map ΦN are still to be
analyzed.
3 Scaling Axioms and Choice of the Bandwidths
In this section, we will introduce certain invariance axioms we want our sample-point estimator
to fulfill. We will then derive a law for the bandwidths hn which satisfies these axioms in Section
3.3. Apart from requiring invariance under shifting, we will generalize the simple scaling condition
(6) from positive factors α to invertible matrices A as in equation (7) and, more importantly, we
will introduce the new argument sketched in the introduction which leads to yet another invariance
axiom (see Axiom 5 (I2)).
The invariance axioms we formulate are analogues of the adaptation axioms in [7] and we will make
use of the adaptation function (12) introduced below, therefore the following subsection will be a
short overview of the theory of adaptive convolutions.
1To be more precise, solve-the-equation bandwidth selectors have the general form hn˚ “ ΦN pρgph˚q, ynq, since
bandwidths h˚ that are favorable for the estimation of ρ are not necessarily suitable for the estimation of ΦN pρ, ynq,
see [6]. We will not deal with this issue here, but it is a promising direction for future research.
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3.1 Adaptive Convolutions
Smoothing a function f P W 2,2pRdq by a radially symmetric smoothing kernel g P L1pRdq, the
behavior of which varies strongly in space, often requires the possibility to control the amount of
smoothing locally. This can be realized by replacing the constant smoothing coefficient σ ą 0 in
the standard convolution,
pf ˚ gσqpxq “
ż
fpyq gσpx´ yq dy , gσpxq “ σ´dg px{σq , (10)
by a (possibly matrix-valued) function µ : Rd Ñ GLpd,Rq:
pf ˚µ gqpxq :“
ż
fpyq |detµpyq| g`µpyqpx´ yq˘ dy . (11)
The theoretical framework for such adaptive convolutions was developed in [7], where also an
implicit formula for the automatic choice of the so-called adaptation function µ in dependence of
f was derived,
µ2f pxq “
`∇f∇fᵀ ´ f D2f˘ ˚G2pλµf q´2pxq
p2´ λ2q f2 ˚G2pλµf q´2pxq
pxq , (12)
where 0 ă λ ă ?2 and GΣ denotes the Gaussian function with mean zero and covariance matrix
Σ. This choice is motivated by certain phase space transformations as well as the requirement to
fulfill the following adaptation axioms, which ensure proper behavior under shifting and scaling of
f :
Axiom 1 (Adaptation Axioms). Let M “ tµ : Rd Ñ GLpd,Rq : µ measurableu. We say that a
mapping
m : W 2,2pRd,Rq ÑM, f ÞÑ µf ,
fulfills the Adaptation Axioms, if for any a P Rd, α P Rzt0u, A P GLpd,Rq, any parametrized
function f ptq “ řKk“1 fk p¨ ´aptqk q, t ě 0, with fk PW 2,2pRd,Rq, aptqk P Rd, such that }aptqk ´aptqj } tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ
8 for all k ‰ j, and any x P Rd,
(A1) µf p¨ ´aqpxq “ µf px´ aq (invariance under shifting),
(A2) µα¨f “ µf (invariance under scalar multiplication),
(A3) µᵀfpA¨ q¨pxqµfpA¨ q¨pxq “ Aᵀ µᵀf pAxqµf pAxqA (invariance under scaling),
(A4) µf ptqpx` aptqk q tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ µfkpxq for all k “ 1, . . . ,K (locality).
Apart from these axioms, µf should measure in some sense the local variation of f , which is why
the choice (12) was derived by means of certain phase space transforms, see [7]. As mentioned
above, axioms (A1)–(A3) guarantee the invariance of the adaptive convolution (11) under shifting
and scaling of f . In addition, if f “ řKk“1 fk is the sum of several functions f1, . . . , fK with ‘far
apart’ supports, (A4) ensures that it is smoothed approximately the same way as these functions
would have been smoothed separately, f ˚µf g «
řK
k“1 fk ˚µfk g. These implications are summarized
in the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Assuming Adaptation Axioms 1 and adopting that notation, we have for each
f PW 2,2pRd,Rq, radially symmetric g P Lp and x P Rd:
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(i) pf p¨ ´ aq ˚pµf p¨ ´aq gqpxq “ pf ˚pµf gqpx´ aq (shifted function ñ shifted convolution),
(ii) pαfq ˚pµαf g “ αpf ˚pµf gq (stretched function ñ stretched convolution),
(iii) pfpA ¨ q¨ ˚pµfpA¨¨ q gqpxq “ pf ˚pµf gqpAxq (scaled function ñ scaled convolution).
(iv) pf ptq ˚µ
fptq gqpxq “
řK
k“1pfk ˚pµfk gqpx´ a
ptq
k q asymptotically for tÑ8,
more precisely: pf ptq ˚pµ
fptq gqpx` a
ptq
k q tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ pfk ˚µfk gqpxq (locality).
Proof. See [7].
Proposition 3. The adaptation function µf given by (12) fulfills the Adaptation Axioms 1.
Proof. See [7].
Figure 3: µf given by (12) describes locally the variation of f . Choosing it as an adaptation
function for the convolution of f and g (here, g is a Gaussian function) yields a proper local scaling
of g and thereby an adequate smoothing of f everywhere.
There are at least three reasons why one should consider adaptive convolutions when dealing with
VKDE:
• The Adaptation Axioms 1 are a good starting point for the formulation of our scaling axioms
(however, as we will see in Section 3.2, these axioms have to be adopted with care to the
VKDE setup).
• Due to the properties of the adaptation function µf (see Proposition 3), it is a good starting
point for the choice of the bandwidths hn.
• Just as the standard KDE (1) converges (almost surely) to the (standard) convolution of the
density ρ and the kernel Kh by the law of large numbers,
ρˆpxq “ 1
N
Nÿ
n“1
Kh px´ ynq NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ pρ ˚Khqpxq,
the VKDE (4) converges to their adaptive convolution with adaptation function h´1,
ρˆV pxq “ 1
N
Nÿ
n“1
|dethpynq|´1K
`
hpynq´1px´ ynq
˘ NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ pρ ˚h´1 Kqpxq
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(in both cases we assumed that h is chosen independently from N and that hn “ hpynq for
some function h : Rn Ñ GLpd,Rq in the second case). Therefore, adaptive convolutions are
an important theoretical tool for the analysis of VKDE.
3.2 Invariance Axioms
While the choice (5) for β “ 1{d behaves well under scaling with a factor α ą 0, the property
(6) does not generalize to scaling with arbitrary invertible matrices A P GLpd,Rq as formulated
in equation (7). In order to get proper scaling properties in higher dimensions, we will therefore
formulate axioms analogous to the Adaptation Axioms 1, before finding a better law for the band-
widths than (5). Some caution is advised concerning the translation of these axioms to the VKDE
setup: the choice hn9µ´1ρ pynq appears natural, since µρ describes the local variation of ρ. However,
µρ fails to depend on the number of sample points yn that lie in a certain region, as illustrated by
the following example:
Example 4. Consider a density of the form
ρpxq “ 1
3
ρ1pxq ` 2
3
ρ2pxq, ρ2pxq “ ρ1px´ aq,
where ρ1 : RÑ R is a density with bounded support and the shift a P R clearly separates ρ1 and ρ2
in space. Naturally, there will be roughly twice as many points in the support of ρ2 as in the one of
ρ1 and the kernels can be chosen more peaked in the support of ρ2 (see e.g. the dependence of hopt
on the number of points in (3)). However, choosing hn9µ´1ρ pynq would force the kernels in the two
regions to have similar bandwidths by Adaptation Axiom 1 (A2)!
In order to account for this crucial difference between adaptive convolutions and VKDE, we will
have to essentially modify Adaptation Axiom 1 (A2) (even though such a condition might seem
rather artificial for normalized densities). The new choice relies on the dependence of hn on the
number of sample points N , which we will assume to be of the form (3). More precisely, we presume
hn
!“ N´1{pd`4qΦpρ, ynq. (13)
Axiom 5 (Invariance Axioms). A map Φ: C2XL2pRdqˆRd Ñ Rdˆd is said to fulfill the Invariance
Axioms, if for any ρ P C2 X L2pRdq, a P Rd, α P Rzt0u, A P GLpd,Rq, any parametrized function
ρptq “ řKk“1 ρk p¨ ´ aptqk q, t ě 0, with ρk P C2 X L2pRd,Rq, aptqk P Rd, such that }aptqk ´ aptq` } tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8
for all k ‰ `, and any y P Rd,
(I1) Φpρp¨ ´ aq, y ` aq “ Φpρ, yq (invariance under shifting),
(I2) Φpα ¨ ρ, yq “ α´1{pd`4qΦpρ, yq (invariance under scalar multiplication),
(I3) φ2φ
ᵀ
2 “ A´1φ1φᵀ1A´ᵀ (invariance under scaling),
where φ1 :“ Φpρ, yq, φ2 :“ Φ
`|detA| ρpA ¨ q¨, A´1y˘,
(I4) Φpρptq, y ` aptqk q tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ Φpρk, yq for each k “ 1, . . . ,K (locality).
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Figure 4: The law (5) for β “ 1{d “ 1 applied to ρp1q and ρp2q separately (top) and ρ “ ρp1q{2 `
ρp2q{2 (bottom). We observe oversmoothing of the estimate ρˆh and inconsistency to the estimates
ρˆ
p1q
hp1q , ρˆ
p2q
hp2q . This effect can be amplified by making the density ρ consist of more than two ‘well-
separated parts’. Here, the proportionality constant in (5) was chosen manually.
The reasoning for Invariance Axiom 5 (I2) has been introduced in Section 1 and will now be
discussed in detail. Let ρp1q, ρp2q P L1pRdq be two probability densities with disjoint and ‘far-apart’
supports Ω1,Ω2 Ă Rd and ρp0qpxq “ αρp1qpxq ` p1 ´ αqρp2qpxq, α P r0, 1s. Let Yp0q “ py1, . . . , yN0q
be independent ρp0q-distributed sample points and (after reordering) Yp1q “ Y XΩ1 “ py1, . . . , yN1q
be those in Ω1. Then Yp1q is ρp1q-distributed and (asymptotically) N1 « αN0. Assume we found
suitable bandwidths hp1q for ρˆp1q
hp1q based on Yp1q. Then, if we want to get an analogous result for
ρˆ
p0q
hp0q in Ω1, ρˆ
p0q
hp0q |Ω1 « α ρˆ
p1q
hp1q , and if we can neglect the influence of ρ
p2q and Yp0qzYp1q on ρˆp0q
hp0q |Ω1 ,
we have to require h
p0q
n « hp1qn , n “ 1, . . . , N1, for the bandwidths hp0qn of ρˆp0qhp0q . Since N1 is different
from N0, we need to compensate for (13),
N
´ 1
d`4
1 Φpρp1q, ynq “ hp1qn !« hp0qn “ N
´ 1
d`4
0 Φpρp0q, ynq “
ˆ
N1
N0
˙
loomoon
«α
1
d`4
N
´ 1
d`4
1 Φpαρp1q, ynq,
which is exactly what Invariance Axiom 5 (I2) guarantees:
Φpαρp1q, ynq “ α´1{pd`4qΦpρp1q, ynq.
This idea is visualized in Figure 4 and formulated more rigorously in the following theorem, together
with invariance of the corresponding VKDE under shifting and scaling.
Since our VKDE estimates are now based on different sampling families Y “ py1, . . . , yN q and
different bandwidths h “ ph1, . . . , hN q, we introduce the slightly more specific notation MMKrY, hs
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instead of ρˆh,
ρˆh “ MMKrY, hs :“ 1
N
Nÿ
n“1
|dethn|´1K
`
h´1n p¨ ´ ynq
˘
,
where MMK stands for ‘mixture model with kernel K’.
Theorem 6. Let Φ: C2XL2pRdqˆRd Ñ Rdˆd fulfill the Invariance Axioms 5 and K P C2pRdq be
a radially symmetric probability density as in (2).
(i) Let ρ1 P C2 X L2pRdq be a probability density, a P Rd, A P GLpd,Rq and
ρ2pxq “ ρ1px´ aq, ρ3pxq “ |detA| ρ1pAxq.
Further, for j “ 1, 2, 3 let ρˆj “ MMK
“Yj , hj‰, where Yj “ pyj,n, . . . , yj,N q and y1,n P
Rd, y2,n “ y1,n ` a, y3,n “ A´1y1,n, hj,n “ N´1{pd`4qΦpρj , yj,nq, n “ 1, . . . , N . Then
ρˆ2pxq “ ρˆ1px´ aq, ρˆ3pxq “ |detA| ρˆ1pAxq.
(ii) For k “ 1, . . . ,K, let ρk P C2 X L2pRd,Rq be densities and Yk “ pyk,1, . . . , yk,Nkq. Further,
let N0 “ řKk“1Nk, αk “ Nk{N0, Y0 :“ ŤKk“1paptqk ` Ykq, let aptqk P Rd, t ě 0, such that
}aptqk ´ aptq` } tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8 for all k ‰ `, and
ρ0 “
Kÿ
k“1
αkρk p¨ ´ aptqk q.
Finally, for k “ 0, . . . ,K, let hk,n “ N´1{pd`4qk Φpρk, yk,nq, n “ 1, . . . , Nk and ρˆk “ MMKrYk, hks.
Then, asymptotically for tÑ8,
ρˆ0 “
Kÿ
k“1
αkρˆk p¨ ´ aptqk q.
More precisely, for each x P Rd and k “ 1, . . . ,K, ρˆ0px` aptqk q tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ αkρˆkpxq.
Proof. (i) The proof of ρˆ2pxq “ ρˆ1px ´ aq is straightforward. Invariance Axiom 5 (I3) implies
h3,nh
ᵀ
3,n “ A´1h1,nhᵀ1,nA´ᵀ and together with equation (2) this yields
ρˆ3pxq “ 1
N
Nÿ
n“1
∣∣∣deth´13,n∣∣∣ γ´∥∥∥h´13,npx´A´1y1,nq∥∥∥2
2
¯
“ |detA|
N
Nÿ
n“1
∣∣∣deth´11,n∣∣∣ γ´px´A´1y1,nqᵀAᵀh´ᵀ1,nh´11,nA px´A´1y1,nq¯
“ |detA|
N
Nÿ
n“1
∣∣∣deth´11,n∣∣∣ γ´∥∥∥h´11,npAx´ y1,nq∥∥∥2
2
¯
“ |detA| ρˆ1pAxq.
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(ii) Let ν “ 1, . . . , N0 and y0,ν P Y0, i.e. y0,ν “ aptqk ` yk,n for some k “ 1, . . . ,K, n “ 1, . . . , Nk.
Then Invariance Axioms 5 (I2) and (I4) imply
h0,ν “ N´1{pd`4q0 Φpρ0, y0,νq tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ N´1{pd`4q0 Φpαkρk, yk,nq “ N´1{pd`4qk Φpρk, yk,nq “ hk,n.
Since Kpxq Ñ 0 for ‖x‖Ñ8, we obtain for k “ 1, . . . ,K:
ρˆ0px` aptqk q “
1
N0
N0ÿ
ν“1
|deth0,ν |´1K
´
h´10,νpx` aptqk ´ y0,νq
¯
tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ αk
Nk
Nkÿ
n“1
|dethk,n|´1K
´
h´1k,npx´ yk,nq
¯
“ αkρˆkpxq.
Remark 7. Theorem 6 can be summarized as follows:
The Invariance Axioms 5 guarantee invariance of the VKDE under shifting and scaling of the
original density (and, correspondingly, the sample points) and, if a density ρ0 is a convex com-
bination of densities ρk, k “ 1, . . . ,K, with ‘far apart’ supports, its VKDE is approximately the
convex combination of the single VKDE’s (based on the sampling points lying in the corresponding
supports),
ρ0 “
Kÿ
k“1
αk ρk implies ρˆ0 «
Kÿ
k“1
αk ρˆk.
3.3 Choice of the Bandwidths
In view of Proposition 3 it is tempting to set hn9N´1{pd`4qµ´1ρ pynq, however, in order to account
for the essential difference between adaptive convolutions and VKDE mentioned above and char-
acterized by Invariance Axioms 5 (I2), this choice has to be adjusted in the following way:
Theorem 8. Let κ ą 0. The following choice for the bandwidths fulfills the Invariance Axioms 5:
hn “ N´1{pd`4qΦpρ, ynq, Φpρ, yq “
∣∣∣∣ κ ρpyqdetµρpyq
∣∣∣∣´1{pd`4qµ´1ρ pyq, (14)
Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 3 (we adopt the notation from the Invariance
Axioms 5):
Φpρp¨ ´ aq, y ` aq “
∣∣∣∣ κ ρpynqdetµρp¨ ´aqpyn ` aq
∣∣∣∣´ 1d`4µ´1ρp¨ ´aqpyn ` aq “ ∣∣∣∣ κ ρpynqdetµρpynq
∣∣∣∣´ 1d`4µ´1ρ pynq
“ Φpρ, yq,
Φpα ¨ ρ, yq “
∣∣∣∣ κα ρpynqdetµα¨ρpynq
∣∣∣∣´ 1d`4µ´1α¨ρpynq “ ∣∣∣∣ κα ρpynqdetµρpynq
∣∣∣∣´ 1d`4µ´1α¨ρpynq “ α´1{pd`4qΦpρ, yq,
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φ2φ
ᵀ
2 “
∣∣∣∣ κ |detA| ρpAy1nqdetµ|detA| ρpA¨ q¨py1nq
∣∣∣∣ 2d`4 ´µᵀ|detA| ρpA¨ q¨py1nqµ|detA| ρpA¨ q¨py1nq¯´1
“
∣∣∣∣ κ |detA| ρpynqdetA detµρpynq
∣∣∣∣ 2d`4 `AᵀµᵀρpynqµρpynqA˘´1 “ A´1φ1φᵀ1A´ᵀ,
Φpρptq, y ` aptqk q “
∣∣∣∣∣ κ ρptqpy ` a
ptq
k q
detµρptqpy ` aptqk q
∣∣∣∣∣
´1{pd`4q
µ´1
ρptqpy ` a
ptq
k q, tÑ8ÝÝÝÑ
∣∣∣∣ κ ρkpyqdetµρkpyq
∣∣∣∣´1{pd`4qµ´1ρk pyq
“ Φpρk, yq.
It is remarkable that Parzen’s equation (8) from 1962 also fulfills all the Invariance Axioms 5 in the
univariate case. However, its generalization to the multivariate case encounters some fundamental
problems, which we discuss in the following section.
4 Parzen’s Law (8) in the Multivariate Case
A standard criterion for optimizing the bandwidth h is to minimize the MISE. However, in the
VKDE setting, minimizing the MSE and MISE is asymptotically equivalent: As the number N of
samples grows (and the bandwidths decrease), the contribution of far away kernels can be neglected
and optimizing the bandwidths locally by minimizing the MSE automatically results in minimizing
the MISE as well (asymptotically).
“Recall that the MISE accumulates pointwise errors. Thus accumulating the minimal
pointwise errors [...] gives the asymptotic lower bound to the adaptive AMISE.” [11]
This observation strongly simplifies the choice of the asymptotically optimal bandwidths, which
now can be optimized separately as in Parzen’s law (8), instead of simultaneously. Let us try to
generalize this law to arbitrary dimension d. In this section, we will follow the discussion in [11,
Section 6.6.3] and [14, Section 5], where several of the results presented here have already been
derived.
In this section, we assume that ρ P C4pRdq. As always, the kernel K P C2pRdq is assumed to be
to be a radially symmetric probability density function as in (2) and in addition we assume the
following conditions on the second, third and fourth moments of K (here, i, j, k, l P t1, . . . , du and
δ denotes the Kronecker delta function),ż
xixjKpxqdx “ δij ,
ż
xixjxkKpxqdx “ 0,
ż
xixjxkxlKpxqdx “ δijδkl ` δikδjl ` δilδjk, (15)
which are fulfilled by e.g. the standard Gaussian density function. We also assume that
RpKq :“
ż
Kptq2 dt ă 8, (16)
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e.g. for a standard Gaussian we have RpKq “ p4piq´d{2, and denote for h P GLpd,Rq
∆4pρ, hq :“
dÿ
i,j,k,l“1
B4ρ
BxiBxjBxkBxl
´“
h2
‰
ij
“
h2
‰
kl
` “h2‰
ik
“
h2
‰
jl
` “h2‰
il
“
h2
‰
jk
¯
, (17)
where rAsij denotes the entry in the i-th row and j-th column of a matrix A.
Proposition 9. Let the kernel K P C2pRdq fulfill (2), (15) and (16), ρ P C4pRdq be a probability
density function and Hx “ D2ρpxq denote the Hessian of ρ at x P Rd. Then, asymptotically for
large N and small }h}, the bias, variance and MSE of
ρˆpxq :“ 1
N
Nÿ
n“1
Kh px´ ynq :“ | deth
´1|
N
Nÿ
n“1
K
`
h´1px´ ynq
˘
in dependence of h P GLpd,Rq are given by
Bhrρˆpxqs “ 12trphᵀHxhq ` 124∆4pρ, hqpxq,
Vhrρˆpxqs “ ρpxqRpKq
N |deth| ,
MSEhrρˆpxqs “ ρpxqRpKq
N |deth| `
`
1
2tr phᵀHxhq ` 124∆4pρ, hqpxq
˘2
.
Remark 10. We expanded the bias up to order 4, since trphᵀHxhq will turn out to be zero in
certain cases. In all other cases the term 124∆4pρ, hqpxq will be neglected.
Proof. Since the sample points y1, . . . , yN
iid„ ρ are independent, a Taylor expansion yields (we
abbreviate “higher order terms” by h.o.t.)
Bhrρˆpxqs “
∣∣deth´1∣∣ ż Kph´1px´ yqq ρpyqdy ´ ρpxq
“
ż
Kptq rρpx´ htq ´ ρpxqs dt
“
ż
Kptq
” 4ÿ
`“1
p´1q`
`!
´
Dp`qρpxq
¯
pht, . . . , htloooomoooon
` times
q ` h.o.t.
ı
dt
“ 12trphᵀHxhq ` 124∆4pρ, hqpxq ` h.o.t. ,
Vhrρˆpxqs “ 1
N
„∣∣deth´1∣∣2 ż Kph´1px´ yqq2 ρpyq dy ´ pρpxq ` Bhrρˆpxqsq2
“
∣∣deth´1∣∣
N
ż
Kptq2 ρpx´ htq dt´ 1
N
`
ρpxq ` op}h}2q˘2
“ ρpxqRpKq
N |deth| ` h.o.t. ,
which also proves the formula for MSEhrρˆpxqs.
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In order to minimize MSEhrρˆpxqs we will discuss three scenarios concerning the eigenvalues of the
Hessian Hx “ D2ρpxq. This is a fundamental difference compared to the univariate case, in which
(basically) only the first case has to be covered.
Case 1: Hx is either positive definite or negative definite. Then, ignoring the higher order terms
as well as the term 124∆4pρ, hqpxq and taking the derivative of MSEhrρˆpxqs with respect
to h, we obtain the following condition for its minimizer hopt:
ρpxqRpKq
N
Id “ dethopt trphᵀoptHxhoptqhᵀoptHxhopt,
which is solved by
hopt “
˜
ρpxqRpKq |detHx|1{2
dN
¸1{pd`4q
p˘Hxq´1{2.
Case 2: Hx has both positive and negative eigenvalues. We then rewrite h “ λB, λ ą 0 and
B P Rdˆd with detB “ 1. Now, B does not influence the variance Vhrρˆpxqs and can be
chosen to eliminate the leading term of the bias: trphᵀHxhq “ 0. This can be realized by
the following (non-unique) choice.
• Diagonalize Hx by an orthogonal matrix U P Opdq:
Hx “ U diagpδ1, . . . , δk,´δk`1, . . . ,´δdqUᵀ, δj ě 0, j “ 1, . . . , d
• Choose B “ pdet B˜q´1{dB˜, where
B˜ “ U diagpδ´1{21 , . . . , δ´1{2k , δ´1{2, . . . , δ´1{2qUᵀ, δ :“
řd
j“k`1 δj
k
• Then detB “ 1 by construction and
pdet B˜q2{d trpBᵀHxBq “ trpB˜ᵀHxB˜q “
kÿ
j“1
1 ´
dÿ
j“k`1
δ´1δj “ k ´ k “ 0.
B being chosen, λ ą 0 can now be chosen to (asymptotically) minimize
MSEλrρˆpxqs « ρpxqRpKq
N λd
`
ˆ
λ4
24
∆4pρ,Bqpxq
˙2
,
resulting in (provided ∆4pρ,Bqpxq ‰ 0)
λopt “
ˆ
242 d ρpxqRpKq
N ∆4pρ,Bqpxq2
˙1{pd`8q
. (18)
Case 3: Hx is positive or negative semidefinite with some eigenvalues equal to zero. The mini-
mization problem can then be reduced to a lower dimension, see [11, Section 6.6.3]. This
case is degenerate and therefore of little practical relevance.
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Remark 11. The choice of B in Case 2 is not the only way to achieve trphᵀHxhq “ 0 and is
based entirely on intuitive reasoning on how to rotate the kernel in space. However, as long as
trphᵀHxhq “ 0 is guaranteed, this choice is irrelevant for the asymptotic analysis since “regions
where the density is saddle-shaped asymptotically contribute nothing to the AAMISE [asymptotic
adaptive MISE] compared to regions where the density is definite” [11].
We will refer to this construction as Parzen’s VKDE. While this approach is provably optimal
asymptotically, it shows serious problems for finite sample sizes, as discussed in the next section.
5 Numerical Experiments
In order to compare the different kernel density estimates, we will present an artificial example of a
highly curved density (a strongly deformed Gaussian), which is particularly hard to approximate,
as well as a real data example in Section 5.2 (both in two dimensions).
5.1 Artificial Example
Consider the following “complicated” density ρ, visualized in Figure 5(a),
ρpxq “ 1
2piσ
exp
˜
´1
2
«´x1
σ
¯2 ` ˆx2 ´ α´x1
σ
¯2˙2ff¸
, α “ 4, σ “ 5. (19)
We demonstrate the performance of several kernel density estimates when making use of ρ and its
derivatives (Figure 5 (c)–(e)) and without this knowledge (Figure 5 (b),(f) and Figure 6), see the
discussion in Section 2 and the technical details in Appendix A.
Comparing the performance of the different estimates, we observe better performance of VKDE
in the tails, which is particularly evident from the derivative plots (the partial derivative in x2-
direction is plotted). Surprisingly, the MISE of the standard KDE is smaller than the one of the
VKDE chosen by (5) (the sensitivity parameter β “ 1{2 was used). The tails of the latter are just
too flat, which stems from the lack of flexibility in stretching and rotating the kernels. This does
not mean that the overall performance of standard KDE is better, as is evident from the number of
additional modes of the estimates and from the derivatives, where (5) outperforms standard KDE.
Parzen’s KDE, though provably optimal asymptotically, encounters serious problems in the finite
sample scenario. Though making use of the true density and its derivatives, it fails to choose flatter
kernels in regions of low density and peaked kernels in regions of high density and the orientation
of the kernels is far from optimal. In addition, there is at least one serious outlier, which has a
disastrous impact on the overall form of the estimate. Its origin is a positive definite Hessian Hx
of ρ with an eigenvalue close to zero – the kernel is chosen absurdly wide in the direction of the
corresponding eigenvector.
The bandwidth selector (14) highly outperforms the other methods. Not only is its MISE consid-
erably lower, it is also the only method which manages to reproduce the overall form of the density
and does not introduce many additional modes (this is particularly evident from the derivative
plots).
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(a) True density (b) Standard KDE (c) VKDE using (5)
(d) Parzen’s VKDE (e) VKDE using (14) (f) (9) using (14)
Figure 5: Different kernel density estimates ρˆ of the density (19) for N “ 40 sample points are
plotted together with six kernels (ellipses are 80% contours of six kernels) and their derivatives
Bx2 ρˆ below. The overall smoothing in (b), (c) and (e) was chosen to minimize the MISE, the one
for (f) was chosen manually. The advantages of VKDE over the standard KDE is clearly visible.
While (c), (d) and (e) were computed using the true density ρ and its derivatives, (f) was computed
without this knowledge by the fixed point iteration (9) (10 iterations were performed).
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Naturally, if the true density ρ and its derivatives are not accessible and one is forced to apply pilot
estimates or fixed point iterations, the performance of all VKDE estimates suffers. However, (14)
still outperforms the other methods, especially when comparing the overall form of the approxi-
mation (note, that for the fixed point iteration the proportionality constant κ in (14) was chosen
manually and does not minimize the MISE). Several steps of the fixed point iteration are plotted
in Figure 6.
The MISEs of all methods are given in Table 1.
Method
Standard
KDE
VKDE
using (5)
Parzen’s
VKDE
VKDE
using (14)
(9) using
(14)
MISE of ρˆ 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.38 0.49
MISE of Byρˆ 0.61 0.59 1.34 0.40 0.55
Table 1: MISE of each density estimate ρˆ and its derivative Byρˆ.
(a) Standard KDE (b) 1 iteration step (c) 2 iteration steps
(d) 5 iteration steps (e) 10 iteration steps (f) 20 iteration steps
Figure 6: The fixed point iteration (9) using bandwidth selector (14) starting with the standard
KDE from Figure 5 (b). Ellipses are 80% contours of six kernels.
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5.2 Real Life Example: Earthquake Data
In his book [13], Simonoff2 analyzes the data set ‘quake.dat’ consisting of latitude and longitude
values3 of earthquakes with magnitude at least 5.8 on the Richter scale occurring between January
1964 and February 1986. We restrict the data to earthquakes occurring in East Asia and the
Western Pacific region with magnitude larger than 6.2 on the Richter scale, thus reducing the
number of samples to 145, see Figure 7(a). As is evident from Figure 7, the predictive power of
VKDE using (14) is superior compared to the other two density estimates.
  90° E  120° E  150° E  180° E  210° E
 30° S  
  0°  
 30° N  
 60° N  
(a) Earthquake data and tectonic plates
  90° E  120° E  150° E  180° E  210° E
 30° S  
  0°  
 30° N  
 60° N  
(b) Standard KDE
  90° E  120° E  150° E  180° E  210° E
 30° S  
  0°  
 30° N  
 60° N  
(c) VKDE using (5), β “ 1{2
  90° E  120° E  150° E  180° E  210° E
 30° S  
  0°  
 30° N  
 60° N  
(d) VKDE using (14)
Figure 7: Different KDE approaches applied to the earthquake data visualized in (a). For (c) and
(d), ten fixed point iteration steps of (9) have been performed, starting with the standard KDE
from (b). Ellipses are 80% contours of nine kernels.
2Courtesy of Jeffrey S. Simonoff, who kindly made the data available on his webpage, http://people.stern.nyu.
edu/jsimonof/SmoothMeth/Data/ASCII/quake.dat
3For simplicity, we neglect the curvature of the earth and treat the latitude and longitude values as Cartesian
coordinates, which is sufficient for our purposes.
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6 Conclusion
We presented an axiomatic approach to VKDE as an alternative to the typical asymptotic analysis.
We introduced certain invariance axioms that we want our density estimate to fulfill and derived a
bandwidth selection rule, which satisfies these axioms. The axioms and the selection rule are based
on the theory of adaptive convolutions and the local variation of a function and allow for kernels
that are stretched differently in different directions. By introducing these criteria, we established
a general framework for testing of bandwidth selection rules for plausibility.
The suggested rule (14) was compared to conventional fixed and variable bandwidth selection rules
and performed considerably better in an artificial as well as in a real life example in Section 5.
Though we could find an explicit formula for the fixed point iteration (9) based on rule (14) in the
case of Gaussian kernels, its computation is still very costly, restricting its feasibility to small to
moderate sample sizes. In addition, the convergence properties of said fixed point iteration remains
an open problem as well as the choice of the constant κ in (14).
We hope that this work motivates the development of further invariant bandwidth selection rules
superior to the ones in existence.
A Technical Details for Gaussian Kernels
If Kpxq “ p2piq´d{2 expp´‖x‖2{2q is the standard Gaussian kernel, the application of the fixed
point iteration (9) to the choice (14) can be performed without any numerical approximations.
The tedious part is the computation of µρh for ρh from (4). Denoting the Gaussian function with
mean y P Rd and covariance matrix Q P Rdˆd by
Gy,Qpxq “ detQ
´1{2
p2piqd{2 exp
“´12px´ yqᵀQ´1px´ yq‰ ,
and abbreviating GQ “ G0,Q, we obtain for yj P Rd and covariance matrices Qj P Rdˆd, j “ 1, . . . , 3,
by applying standard rules for products, derivatives and convolutions of Gaussians,
pGy1,Q1 Gy2,Q2q ˚G2Q3pxq “
|detQ3|´1{2
p4piqd{2 GQ1`Q2py1 ´ y2qGy12,Q12`Q3{2pxq,
p∇Gy1,P1 ∇Gy2,P2 ´Gy1,P1 D2Gy2,P2q ˚G2Q3pxq “
|detQ3|´1{2
p4piqd{2 GQ1`Q2py1 ´ y2qGy12,Q12`Q3{2pxqˆ
ˆ
”
pQ´11 ´Q´12 qQ1234Q´12 `
`
α1pxq ´ α2pxq
˘
αᵀ1pxq `Q´12
ı
,
where
Q12 “ pQ´11 `Q´12 q´1, y12 “ Q12pQ´11 y1 `Q´12 y2q,
Q1234 “ pQ´112 ` 2Q´13 q´1, αjpxq “ Q´1j
`
Q1234pQ12y12 ` 2Q´13 xq ´ yj
˘
, j “ 1, 2.
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Now we only need to plug this into the implicit formula (12) for µρh :
µ2ρhpxq “
řN
n1,n2“1p∇gn1∇gn2 ´ gn1D2gn2q ˚G2pλµρh q´2pxq
p2´ λ2qřNn1,n2“1pgn1gn2q ˚G2pλµρh q´2pxq pxq, gn :“ Gyn, phnhᵀnq´1 ,
which can be solved by yet another fixed point iteration.
—————————————————————————————-
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